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Abstract. Game theory has been researched extensively in network security 
demonstrating an advantage of modeling the interactions between attackers and 
defenders. Game theoretic defense solutions have continuously evolved in most 
recent years. One of the pressing issues in composing a game theoretic defense 
system is the development of consistent quantifiable metrics to select the best 
game theoretic defense model. We survey existing game theoretic defense, in-
formation assurance, and risk assessment frameworks that provide metrics for 
information and network security and performance assessment. Coupling these 
frameworks, we propose a game theoretic approach to attack-defense and per-
formance metric taxonomy (ADAPT). ADAPT uses three classifications of me-
trics: (i) Attacker, (ii) Defender (iii) Performance. We proffer ADAPT with an 
attempt to aid game theoretic performance metrics.  We further propose a game 
decision system (GDS) that uses ADAPT to compare competing game models. 
We demonstrate our approach using a distributed denial of service (DDoS)  
attack scenario.   

Keywords: Game Theory, Taxonomy, Security Management. 

1 Introduction 

Game theory has received increased attention from network security researchers, in-
vestigating defense solutions. The game theory approach has the advantage of model-
ing the interactions between attackers and defenders, where players have the ability to 
analyze other player’s behavior. This may enable an administrator to develop better 
strategic defenses for the system. For instance, when there are many actions available 
to the attacker and defender, it becomes difficult to develop solution strategies. Ham-
ilton, et al. [1] outlined the areas of game theory which are relevant to information 
warfare using course of actions with predicted outcomes and what-if scenarios. Jiang, 
et al. [2] proposed an attack-defense stochastic game model to predict the next actions 
of an attacker using the interactions between an attacker and defender. Therefore, it is 
vital to provide a network administrator the capability to compare multiple strategies 
using the appropriate metrics to optimize the network. 

In this work we consider various metrics for game theoretic models. Bellovin [3] 
inferred that designing proper metrics for security measurement is a tough problem 
that should not be underestimated. Current research is lacking in terms of providing 
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information a system administrator can use in determining metrics to quantify per-
formance of diverse game theoretic defense models. One of the problems faced by 
research pertaining to security games is how to evaluate different network security 
game models, in terms of performance, accuracy, and effectiveness. The Institute for 
Information and Infrastructure Protection (I3P) has identified security metrics as 
priority for current research and development [4]. We extend this notion to provide a 
comprehensive taxonomy to aid in assessing the overall performance and quality of a 
game theoretic model. Prior game theoretic research mainly focused on classifying 
metrics based on a distribution of games across various game types and models. Fur-
ther, the game theoretic defense mechanisms in literature are arbitrary and ad hoc in 
nature. This makes game theoretic defense models very complex and designed to-
wards application specific scenarios [5]. We propose an alternative real world ap-
proach by classifying our metrics based on a real world distributed denial of service 
(DDoS) scenario.  

In this paper, we attempt to address limitations in research through the proposed 
game theoretic attack-defense and performance metric taxonomy (ADAPT), which is 
a taxonomy of game related metrics. We define a game as the interactions between 
two players with conflicting goals. In our case these players are the attacker (hacker) 
and system administrator (defender). Game metrics are a set of tools which are used 
to measure the various kinds of impact a game model has on each of its players. We 
classify these game metrics based on their impact on attacker, defender, and the per-
formance of the game model on the system which is being run. Prior research has 
shown, with the use of game theory, how the interaction should take place based on 
the strategy and the strategy selected from the game model. In this traditional scenario 
one game model is assessed relative to a particular attack. He, et al. [6] proposed a 
Game Theoretical Attack-Defense Model (GTADM), similar to ADAPT, that quanti-
fies the probability of threats in constructing a risk assessment framework. We extend 
these general game theory steps and concepts proposed in He, et al. [6] with the use of 
ADAPT being able to assess competing game models and select the game model 
which is suitable for defense. This provides a defender with a preliminary view of 
multiple game models associated to a particular attack.  

This research is composed of attack attributes and associated metrics that can be 
used to assess and compare competing game models. Thus, ADAPT provides a me-
tric-centric approach to selecting the optimal game model. A game model is to eva-
luate the security level, performance, and quality of a system that will aid in selecting 
the appropriate game defense model at a specific time of the game. These metrics 
belong to different game theoretic defense models, information assurance, and risk 
assessment frameworks. Prior work towards developing a security metric taxonomy 
focuses on three core relationships of metric classifications involving organization, 
operation, and technical [7, 8, 9]. In proposing ADAPT, we focus on metrics with 
technical association. 

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we provide a motivating scenario 
and in section 3 we define characteristics for good security metrics followed by our 
proposed metric taxonomy. In section 4 we define the metrics used in a game inspired 
attack-defense and performance metric taxonomy. In section 5 we introduce a game 
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model comparing system based on ADAPT and the methodology used to map metrics 
within ADAPT, followed by ADAPT applied within the Game Inspired Defense Ar-
chitecture (GIDA). In section 6 we provide a brief literature review on performance 
and security metrics. In section 7, we conclude our paper and highlight future work. 

2 Motivating Scenario 

In this section we start with a brief overview of game theory concepts and provide a 
motivating example, which highlight the relationship to the proposed metrics that will 
assess game defense models. There are four basic concepts of Game Theory : (i) A 
player is the basic entity of a game who decides to perform a particular action (ii) A 
game is a precise description of the strategic interaction that includes the constraints 
of, and payoffs for, actions that the players can take, but does not correspond to actual 
actions taken (iii) A strategy for a player is a complete plan of actions in all possible 
situations throughout the game (iv) A Nash equilibrium is a solution concept that 
describes a steady state condition of the game; no player would prefer to change his 
strategy as that would lower his payoffs given that all other players are adhering to the 
prescribed strategy. Roy, et al. [10] surveyed existing game theoretic solutions de-
signed to enhance network security. They emphasized that Game Theory has the ad-
vantage of treating explicitly intelligent decision makers having divergent interests.   

Now, let us consider a scenario, in which a DDoS attack is taking place. There are 
multiple game models to choose for defense, but the defender is unsure which model 
has performed the best historically to make a determination. The defender can view 
the strategy spaces of all the games associated to the DDoS attack; however it will 
take the defender a significant amount of time to select the best game available. In 
modeling such player strategies, the DDoS attack presents a challenging scenario, 
which has increased in sophistication [11] and motivates our research in this paper. 
Although research has evolved relative to the DDoS attack, it is continuously a scena-
rio that deserves much attention due to its simplicity and dominate nature of coordi-
nated botnet use [12] to cause an enormous amount of damage. Moreover, the  
punishment relative to a DDoS attack is minimal to non-existent. Typically, when a 
DDoS attack takes place in the real world, attackers lease nodes to conduct an attack 
against a target, or set of targets. Once the attack is complete, the leased nodes are 
returned to the pool; where another party will lease those nodes allowing a constant 
change in IP addresses. Due to the nature of the DDoS attack, the most common de-
fense against DDoS attacks is to block nodes. Parameswaran, et al. [13] utilized 
blocklist as a defense mechanism in a spammer’s game theoretic model.  Majority of 
the DDoS attacks are just blocked, which does not sustain a punitive cost and pu-
nishment by legal action is rare. 

Therefore, in this work the DDoS example is considered by and large a static one 
shot game to provide an intuitive example of how the proposed taxonomy can be 
implemented within a system. When we look at network attacks in general, there are 
fundamental components that are likely present in a DDoS attack. Mirkovic and 
Reihner [11] echoed this point by placing emphasis on crucial features of an attack to 
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comprehend the detailed differences. Hence, we believe the network has some tangi-
ble attack components that will allow experiential knowledge mapping to ADAPT 
metrics.  The goal is to produce a summary of metrics, which will in turn be used to 
determine the best game model pursuant to the metrics selected within the ADAPT 
framework. Thus answering the question from Mirkovic and Reihner [11], how would 
two different defense models perform under a given attack? We represent a generali-
zation of how each attribute will be mapped to the attacker, defender, and the perfor-
mance of the target system. The scope of this work investigates metrics selected  
based on experiential knowledge, as opposed to metrics autonomously selected by the 
system.  

Continuing our scenario, an attacker initiating a DDoS attack acquires a number of 
nodes to conduct the attack. This increases the amount of bandwidth consumed by the 
attacker and introduces an increase in the attacker’s probability of being caught by the 
defender. We observe by generalizing attack components and associating them to 
game inspired metrics, where we are able to provide an overview of game model per-
formance. This enables the defender to select the optimal game model for defense. 
We further illustrate our scenario in section 5. 

3 Characteristics of Game Inspired Metrics 

We use characteristics of security metrics to further assist with evaluating metrics for 
game theoretic defense models. A performance study requires a set of metrics to be 
chosen for analysis [7]. Performance analysis requires comparing two or more sys-
tems and finding the best among them [7]. We extend this to game theoretic defense 
models, where the network administrator has the ability to select the best game suita-
ble for optimal defense at a specific time. With a dynamic selection process of the 
best game permits a network administrator to systematically choose a defense solution 
applicable for defense. The game selection is based on the knowledge of how well a 
game model represents the considered security situation. Our methodology of game 
model selection is highlighted in section 5.  

There is increased research involving the development of taxonomy for security 
metrics, where characteristics are provided to ensure organizations understand the 
metrics when quantifying and evaluating security. Understanding the metrics require a 
distinction between metric and measurement. Metrics are the resultant of a compari-
son of two or more baseline measurement over time, whereas measurement is a single 
point in time view of specific factors [14]. Swanson [15] defined a metric as tools 
designed to facilitate the appropriate decision for a specific situation, improve per-
formance and accountability through collection, analysis, and reporting of pertinent 
performance information.  

In the Federal Plan for Cyber security and Information Assurance Research and 
Development of 2006, the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) has 
recommended developing information assurance metrics as a priority in federal agen-
cies [16]. Vaughn et al. [17] described one of the pressing issues involving security 
engineering is the adoption of measures or metrics that can reliably depict hardware 
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and software system assurance. Research has suggested the characteristics of good 
metrics [7, 8, 14, 15, 17]. We encompass a list of metric characteristics from literature 
that provides a foundation to develop comprehensive game theoretic defense taxono-
my. Wesner [9] introduced the concept of a metric being S.M.A.R.T.(specific, mea-
surable, actionable, relevant, timely). Manadathata and Wing [18] described a system 
action can potentially be part of an attack, and hence contributes to attack surface, 
which also includes the contribution of system resources. We use the notion for vali-
dation of our game theoretic defense architecture to measure which game is providing 
a higher level of security compared to another. 

Applying relevant metric characteristics from research illustrates our proposed 
game inspired approach to an attack-defense and performance metric taxonomy 
ADAPT (Figure 1). As mentioned earlier, it utilizes three classifications of metrics: 
attacker, defender, and performance. ADAPT enables a network administrator to view 
and apply pertinent metrics to evaluate performance in multiple security games. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Attack-Defense and Performance metric Taxonomy (ADAPT) 

4 Adapt: Attack-Defense and Performance Metric Taxonomy 

As seen from (Figure 1), ADAPT produces relevant metrics to assign values to the 
components of the attack-defense cost and benefit as well as the performance. These 
metrics and their calculations are determined based on a review of literature. We uti-
lized these metrics from literature being the same domain in which relevance is close-
ly related to cyber security. An information security measurement standard provides 
insight to how well a system is performing and analyze whether investments, in in-
formation security, are beneficial. Potential benefits include increasing information 
security performance and providing quantifiable inputs for investment.   

We identify, in ADAPT, the following three classifiers: (i) Attacker, (ii) Defender 
(iii) Performance. We assume that these metrics are generic and not specific for a 
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particular game. The attacker and defender metrics have relation to the game models. 
The performance metrics are used separately from the defender metrics, mainly be-
cause the performance metrics have association to the performance of the game model 
as a whole. Furthermore, the performance metrics relate to the performance of the 
system in which the game model is run. Its classification provides additional informa-
tion associated to the game that will assist a defender in selecting the optimal compet-
ing game models for defense.      

4.1 Attacker Metrics 

In this section we provide insight into the metrics selected regarding the cost and 
benefit from the perspective of the attacker. 

Cost of Attacker. The cost of an attacker to attack a specific target can be divided 
into the following metrics.  

He et al. [6] used cost of launching an attack and punishment to the attacker as me-
trics to define the cost of attack.  

• Cost of launching attack (COLA): Consists of money and time that an attacker 
can pay in order to launch an attack against a target. 

• Punishment after being detected (PABD): Consists of the legal loss of the at-
tacker, which involves one of the metrics used to define the cost of an attacker. 

He et al. [6] used four instances in game scenarios involving non-cooperative non-
zero-sum static game with complete information, where the relations between Strate-
gy Profile and attacker cost are: 

o When the attacker and defender both take actions:                     (1)  is the detection rate of attacks. 
o When the attacker takes an action and the defender does not:                  (2) 

o When the attacker does not take an action and the defender takes an action:    0              (3) 

o When the attacker and defender do not take an action:    0              (4) 

Carin et al. [19] proposed the following metrics to cyber risk assessment evaluating the 
Attack/Protect Model. These metrics are based on generating a probability distribution 
for cost, in terms of time, of successfully defeating the protections applied to critical 
intellectual property (IP). 

• Expected cost of defeating a protection (ECDP): Involves the cost in man hours 
an attacker would exhibit to successfully defeat the protection. The probability  
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distribution ( ) is based on historical data of successfully attacking the IP. The 
cost of the ith man-hour in the attack is denoted by ( ).  ∑ c i         (5) 

• Expected time to defeat the protection (ETDP): Involves the hours an attacker 
contributes to successfully defeat the protection. The probability distribution (Pr) 
is based on historical data of successfully attacking the IP. ∑         (6) 

Benefit of Attacker. Benefit of attacker entails the benefit the attacker receives when 
implementing an attack against a specific target (i.e. Fame or Monetary Value). Be-
low we provide various metrics from literature assessing benefit of attacker. 

Lye [20] divided the benefit of an attacker into the following metrics. Although the 
parameters used calculate the benefit, it can be inferred with an example (e.g. the 
damage can involve the reduced bandwidth of a system due to a DoS attack, whereas 
the recovery effort a network administrator puts forth in the amount of time to bring 
the system to its original state prior to the attack). 

• Damage of the attack (DOA): Consists of the degree of damage in which the 
attacker is able to cause on the target system. 

• Recovery effort (time) required by defender (RERD): Involves the time it takes 
for a defender to bring the system to a safe state of execution. 

• Expected income by the attacker (EIBA): Involves the monetary value received 
by the attacker when an attack is successful. This value can be computed using the 
amount of effort exhibited by the defender in terms of time to bring the system to a 
safe state prior to the attack. 

He et al. [6] indicated the benefit of an attacker is based on the loss of defending a 
system. The damage of defender when the attack action is undetected by the IDS  
( ) as:         (7) 

, ,  are the damage degrees the attack action has made on the attack 
object respectively in Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability. , ,   
are the objects assets in Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability. These values are 
not constants, and they can be set by the network administrator. 

The damage when the attack is detected ( ) is defined as:  

  (    (8) 

Restore is the recovery on the attack action.                   (9) 
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As with the benefit of attacker, He et al. [6] uses four instances in the case of non-
cooperative non-zero-sum static game with complete information, the relations be-
tween Strategy Profile and attacker benefit are: 

o When the attacker and defender take an action:    1     (10) 

○ When the attacker takes an action and the defender does not:             (11) 

○ When the attacker fails take an action and the defender takes an action:    0      (12) 

o When the attacker and defender do not take an action:    0      (13) 

Plainly stated, the benefit of the attacker is based on the loss of defending the system.      (14) 

Cremonini and Nizovtsev [21] defined the benefit of attacker in terms of the amount 
of effort, measured by time, put by an attacker into an attack.  They provide the below 
calculation.          (15) 

: The amount of effort placed in the attack.          (16) : Probability of success of attack given the amount of effort put into attack. 
: One time payoff the attacker receives in the case of successful attack. 

4.2 Defender Metrics 

In this section we provide insight into the metrics selected involving the cost and 
benefit from the perspective of the defender.  

Cost of Defender. The cost of defender involves the cost of a defender to defend a 
system against an attack. Below we incorporate literature applying cost of defense.  

He et al. [6] indicated the cost of a defender consists of Operational Cost, Response 
Cost and Response Negative. 

• Operational Cost (OC): Can be derived from the risk assessment knowledge  
library. 

• Response Negative Cost (RNC): Can be derived using the following formula:            (17) 
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 is in [0, 1] being the damage degree to the availability of the system caused by 
response actions. 

• Response Cost (RC): Involves the values derived from the Attack-defense Know-
ledge Library. 

He et al. [6] also provided four instances in relation between the Strategy Profile 
and defender costs in the case of non-cooperative non-zero-sum static game with 
complete information, which are: 

o When the attacker and defender take an action:          (18) 

o When the attacker takes an action and the defender decides to not defend:    0      (19) 

o When the attacker doesn’t take any action and the defender takes an action:          (20) 

o When the attacker doesn’t take any action nor the defender:    0      (21) 

: False detection rate of the IDS.  
 

You and Shiyong [22] provided metrics that help compute the cost and payoff of 
an attacker and defender. Using the performance metrics of exposure factor and  
average rate of occurrence, we compute single loss expectancy and annual loss  
expectancy. 

• Single Loss Expectancy (SLE): Involves the dollar amount associated to a single 
asset, which is computed using the Asset Value (dollar amount assigned by the 
network administrator) and the exposure factor (retrieved from a performance  
metric).            (22) 

• Annual Loss Expectancy (ALE): Involves the dollar amount or time associated to 
an asset over a particular period of time. The single loss expectancy used above 
and average rate of occurrence (retrieved from a performance metric) to compute 
ALE.    

       (23) 

Benefit of Defender. Benefit of defender involves the benefit of a defender to defend 
a system against an attack, either prior to or following an attack. Below we provide 
research assessing benefit of defense. 
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• Recovery by Restore (RBR): Involves the ability for the defender to recover a 
target system to its original state from an attack action. 

• Resources used by the attacker (RUBA): Involves quantitatively reflecting the 
number of nodes used by the attacker, which is .   

        (24) 

He, et al. [6] defined the benefit of a defender based on damage of defender when 
attack is successful , damage of defender when attack is detected  and Re-
store, as explained in the previous section of Benefit of Attacker. 

In the case of non-cooperative non-zero-sum static game with complete informa-
tion, He, et al. [6] uses four instances to describe the relations between Strategy Pro-
file and defender benefit as: 

o The attacker and defender both take actions:    1     (25) 

o  When the attacker takes an action and the defender does not:         (26) 

o The attacker does not take an action and the defender takes an action:    0      (27) 

o When the attacker and defender do not take an action:    0      (28) 

• Loss When Attack is Successful (LWAS): Involves the degree of damage in 
which the attacker is able to cause on the target system. This metric is a negative 
benefit to the attacker, capturing the historical data to improve a defender’s incen-
tive to defend. 

• Loss When Attack is Detected (LWAD): Involves the ability for the defender to 
recover a target system to a non-compromising state from an attack action. This 
metric is a positive benefit to the attacker, capturing the historical data to improve 
a defender’s incentive to defend. 

4.3 Performance Metrics 

Performance metrics entail the assessment of the system performance and evaluation 
of unlike game theoretic defense models. Typically, the payoff metrics in game mod-
els are used to gauge the cost-benefit analysis between the attacker and defender. This 
alone is not sufficient to measure and validate a particular game model. Therefore, the 
attacker and defender metrics represent the game, whereas the additional metrics pro-
vided under the performance classification represent asset performance towards  
selecting the best competing game models for defense. The premise involving the 
performance metrics gives further insight into the knowledge of the attack relative to 
the asset. 
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Performance metrics use cost-benefit assessment of attack and defense, risk as-
sessment, and a game theoretic approach to construct an assessment of performance. 
This will support a network administrator view appropriate metrics when analyzing 
and selecting a particular game theoretic defense model. Initially the performance 
metrics are computed using the attack information received, then updated with each 
attack instance using ADAPT and the defending system. For instance, items such as, 
false positive (FP) or mean time to incident discovery (MTTID) are set to zero, once 
computed by the initial attack, these values are updated to provide asset performance 
relative to the game models. This performance assessment relative to game models 
provides contribution to existing taxonomies. 

In this section we list various performance metrics from literature that can be ap-
plied to game theoretic defense models and used for model assessment. 

• Number of rounds to reach Nash Equilibrium (NORRE): Burke [23] proposed 
a metric which provides the number of rounds to reach a Nash Equilibrium, in or-
der to evaluate a game theory model of information warfare, based upon the  
repeated games of incomplete information model. Burke [23] stated equilibrium 
provides the ability to analyze a game theory model’s predictive power, which is 
evaluated in terms of accuracy and performance.     1  (29) 

• Overall Game Quality (OGQ): Jansen [24] stated qualitative assignments can be 
used to represent quantitative measures of security properties (e.g., vulnerabilities 
found). We define a metric overall game quality, where the game model is deter-
mined based on the availability of the system (e.g. percentage of available band-
width), the performance of the game (e.g. average NORRE), and the quality of the 
system (e.g. false positive rate). This metric is based on the overall equipment ef-
fectiveness, where game theory parameters are applied to measure the efficiency of 
various games [25]. Other works utilized false positive rate as a part the actual 
game model [26]. This metric is resilient to both options of the false positive rate 
when determining the overall game quality.                                  (30) 

• Exposure Factor (EF): Exposure factor represents the percentage of loss a threat 
may have on a particular asset. Exposure factor with a combination of other me-
trics will provide insight to the level of importance a system may have in the event 
of an attack.    .         (31) 

• Average Rate of Occurrence (ARO): Average Rate of Occurrence is an estimate 
of the frequency of attack probability. Average Rate of Occurrence can assist with 
determining defense strategies of a specific asset. Minimizing the ARO provides 
insight to how well a game theoretic defense solution is performing.             (32) 
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• Loss of Availability (LOA): Loss of availability refers to the loss of resource 
which is currently unavailable to the legitimate requesting processes. The higher 
the value of this metric incurs an increased loss.    . .         (33) 

• Incident Rate (IR): Incident Rate indicates the number of detected security 
breaches a system or asset experienced during an allotted time period. Using inci-
dent rate, with a combination of other metrics, can indicate the level of threats, ef-
fectiveness of security controls, or attack detection capabilities [27]. 

                                                                  (34) 

• Mean Time to Incident Discovery (MTTID): Mean-Time-To-Incident-Discovery 
characterizes the efficiency of detecting attacks, by computing the average elapsed 
time between the initial occurrence of an incident and its subsequent discovery. 
The MTTID metric also serves as a leading indicator of flexibility in system or 
administrator’s ability to defend as it measures detection of attacks from known 
and unknown vectors [27].          (35) 

• Mean Time to Incident Recovery (MTTIR): Mean Time to Incident Recovery 
measures the effectiveness of recovering from an attack. The more responsive a 
system or administrator is, the less impact the attack may have on the asset [27].   

        (36) 

• Mean Time to Mitigate Vulnerability (MTTMV): Mean time to mitigate vulne-
rabilities measures the average time exhibited to mitigate identified vulnerabilities 
in a particular asset. This metric indicates a system or administrator’s ability to 
patch and/or mitigate a known vulnerability to reduce exploitation risk [27].  

                                        (37) 

• False Negative Rate (FNR): The frequency in which the system fails to report 
malicious activity occurs. It involves the number of incidents that are not detected, 
which are present within the system [28].                                                                    (38) 

• False Positive Rate (FPR): The frequency in which the system reports a mali-
cious activity in error. It involves the number of incidents that were detected and 
upon further discovery produced a false incident [10].  

                                                                    (39) 
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5 A Game Model Comparing System Based on Adapt 

In this section we describe the process in which ADAPT will be used to compare 
game models followed by a scenario of its application using a distributed denial of 
service (DDoS) attack. Lastly, we highlight ADAPT’s application to the Game In-
spired Defense Architecture (GIDA), wherein a game decision system (GDS) uses 
ADAPT to compare competing game models. The GDS facilitates selecting the op-
timal game theoretic defense model. 

5.1 Methodology 

In this section we present the method to compare the candidate game models relevant 
to an identified attack using metrics in ADAPT. The identified attack is resolved into 
attack vectors, which is used to locate the relevant metrics within ADAPT. Using 
these metrics the game models are compared to select the game model most suitable 
for defense.  

In a given attack scenario a certain set of anomalies are identified. Those anomalies 
are used to identify the attack using the AVOIDIT taxonomy proposed in Simmons, et 
al. [29]. This identified attack is resolved into “attack components”. These attack 
components are parameters indicating some aspect of the system, albeit malfunction 
and/or failure, affected by the attack. They are composed of various anomalies which 
are observed by sensors such as Firewalls, IDS, and their values indicate their severi-
ty. Using these attack components a set of metrics that fittingly quantize the system’s 
current security state are identified in ADAPT. Using these metrics the game models 
with their respective game model components which correspond to these metrics in 
their interaction modeling in terms of actions-payoff of players are selected. These 
models are compared with each other to pick the one, which corresponds/maps best to 
the selected metrics.  

The present experiment had a simple case. To achieve the above flow we used the 
following 5 steps.   

1. Given an attack, A, and a target system T, we identify a set of attack components 
AC. 

2. We map the attack components  with its respective ADAPT metric, . 
3. Given the game model and the game model components we provide the Boolean 

value (0 or 1) to all the metrics. If a game model component corresponds to a se-
lected metric then the component gets a value 1 else a 0. This is done for all the 
game model components of each of the competing game models. 

4. All values associated with each game model component of a game model are 
summed to give a total score of evaluation of the competing game models. 

5. The game model with the highest score is selected as being the most relevant for 
defense, which is appropriate for instantiation. 

In a given model, temporal consideration is not parameterized separately. In terms of 
actions at a given state of the game and how and when the game transits between the 
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states is considered as the mode to keep track of the time. For more complex scena-
rios time must be taken into consideration in more explicit ways in the modeling. In 
the future work we intend to exhibit temporal considerations and improve the evalua-
tion based on weighted values and not just 0/1 for greater precision.  

The ADAPT taxonomy is constructed in a way to evaluate the holistic view of a 
game model, along with its respective system. It requires some resources to instantiate 
each game model to run a game. The metrics in the performance branch evaluate the 
overhead of instantiating a game model. The attacker/defender branch metrics eva-
luate the parameters which affect the attacker/defender payoff. The next section illu-
strates the ADAPT methodology using a zero-sum game scenario where the game 
model components correspond to a benefit to the defender, thus correspond to the cost 
of the attacker and vice versa. Due to space constrains, the reader is encouraged to 
refer to Bedi, et al. [30] for an elaborate discussion. 

5.2 A Case Study: DDoS Attack Scenario 

We continue our example from section 2, wherein we analyze a DDoS attack and 
ADAPT’s applicability to discern the main features of the attack. This offers the 
framework for game model selection with a relevant set of metrics. We focus on the 
bandwidth reduction where multiple attacking nodes attempt to push their packets to 
exhaust limited bandwidth of a link in the network. The attacker’s strategy is to max-
imize either the botnet size or the sending rate to flood the pipe. We will call this 
strategy a flood strategy by the attacker, as he is not concerned with detection, but to 
overwhelm its target. Whereas the defender’s strategy is to implement the optimal 
firewall setting which will allow legitimate flows and block malicious flows. This 
defense strategy is simply to defend or not defend. 

Experiential knowledge is used to evaluate the crucial features of our DDoS attack 
example to capture the appropriate attack components for analysis. We illustrate these 
components with an example. This example is based on prior work in this domain 
[31, 32]. 
Attack Components 
In our example scenario, the attack is a network based DDoS and it consists of the 
following attack components:  

• : Average bandwidth used by the attacker, 
• : Ratio of the number of lost legitimate users to the total number of  

legitimate users, 
• : Number of nodes used by the attacker to launch an attack 

The values of these components define the impact of the attack over a target system. 
In this example, the attacker's goal is to increase  and , which are the rewards. An 
assumption is made on the attacker's cost  is linearly proportional to the number of 
attacking nodes employed and . 

Continuing our DDoS example, the IDS captures a fixed number of properties to 
begin facilitating situational analysis for decision making, whereas the firewall has a 
default drop threshold set. Various sources provide input properties used by ADAPT. 
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It is assumed the mapping is preset, which is initially performed manually via expert 
knowledge and keywords. The initial input properties to ADAPT for the DDoS exam-
ple are: (a) total bit rate, (b) total number of flows, (c) drop rate, and (d) number of 
flows dropped. 

A legitimate flow is one in which the network bandwidth is used in a fair manner, 
being the flow per node being less than or equal to the ratio of total bandwidth to the 
number of nodes. The loss of legitimate flows is used in this example to determine if 
the flow is negatively impacted. This provides a way to distinguish attacker flows. 

The bitrates sum is computed per IP address. The IPs which consume above the 
amount of bandwidth than their predefined share are considered malicious nodes. For 
example, for the attacker to break the initial threshold set by the defender there must 
be a minimum number of unfriendly nodes required to drop at least one friendly (legi-
timate) node. If the defender initiates a response to the attack, an incurred cost to the 
defender, is accounted in terms of resources and time. 

Similarly, the following attack components, which are used in our example, are 
mapped to corresponding attacker, defender, and performance metrics. 

The first component , being the average bandwidth used by the attacker maps to 
the following metrics: 

(a) The SLE metric in ADAPT is classified under the cost of defender. It captures 
the dollar amount associated to a single asset, which is computed using the As-
set value and the Exposure factor. In our scenario, the asset is the bandwidth of 
the pipe and its value can be determined by the network administrator. We as-
sociate the Exposure Factor as the ability of the attacker to access and exploit 
the asset. 

(b) The EIBA metric in ADAPT is classified under the benefit of attacker. In our 
DDoS example, this is associated to the zero-sum game to express the attack-
er’s monetary success. 

(c) The EF metric in ADAPT is classified under performance. In our example, this 
metrics is associated with the percentage of loss on the bandwidth. 

The second component , being the number of nodes used by the attacker to launch 
an attack maps the following metrics: 

(a) The RNC metric in ADAPT is classified under the cost of defender. In our ex-
ample, this metric is associated with the damage the attack was able to accom-
plish considering the defender’s response. 

(b) The DOA metric in ADAPT is classified under the benefit of attacker. It in-
volves the monetary value received by the attacker when an attack is successful 

(c) The LOA metric in ADAPT is classified under performance. It represents the 
percentage of loss a threat may have on a particular asset. 

The third component , being the ratio of the number of lost legitimate users to the 
total number of legitimate users maps to the following metrics: 

(a) The RUBA metric in ADAPT is classified under the cost of defender. It relates 
to quantitatively reflecting the number of nodes used by the attacker 
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(b) The COLA metric in ADAPT is classified under the benefit of attacker. It in-
volves the cost incurred by the attacker when an attack is launched. 

(c) The IR metric in ADAPT is classified under performance. It represents the in-
cident rate associated to the target system. 

Table 1 highlights a visual representation of the attack components we use to map 
metrics with ADAPT. The column titled “ADAPT Metrics” contain the metrics 
mapped using the attacker, defender, and performance classifiers. Each component 
gets mapped to either cost or benefit (but not both) for each of the players; attacker 
and defender. Also, a component corresponding to the cost (or benefit) of a defender 
cannot correspond to the cost (or benefit) of the attacker. 

Table 1. Attack Components Correlation with ADAPT Metrics 

DDoS 
Attack Components 

                                ADAPT Metrics 
Defender Attacker 

Performance 
Cost Benefit Cost Benefit 
SLE X X EIBA EF 
RNC X X DOA LOA 
X RUBA COLA X IR 

 
Table 1 illustrates the ADAPT metrics, which depicts the player and performance 

related metrics for mapping. Using the described game scenario the defender is able 
to use ADAPT to systematically retrieve potential game models suitable for defense 
based on the attack components received and its metric mapping. The scenario has to 
be evaluated with respect to these three factors, which the metrics in ADAPT capture. 
Once this is done a relationship between the quantified components of the game go-
verning equations as discussed in the example are evaluated. This makes the game 
model involving the obtained attack components best depicting the scenario, will be 
chosen to be the game model that best suits the present scenario. The metrics in 
ADAPT quantifies the parameters of the scenario. Using these values, the correlation 
of a model can be evaluated using a suitable algorithm as described in Bedi, et al [30]. 
As with any sensor, there are instances where false positives occur, in which human 
intervention is required for the improvement of those sensors. For the purpose of this 
paper, we assume the attack has a relevant game model in the repository, where hu-
man intervention and expert knowledge is required to update the repository for in-
creased accuracy of an ADAPT based system. In future work, we are developing a 
frame work for constructing game models, which facilitate dynamic analyses of im-
perfect information and respond with changes in the strategies dynamically for opti-
mum response in real world scenarios. This future work is based on our prior work 
[26] where we recommend game theoretic defense strategies to network security 
problems assuming imperfect sensory information. 

In our example the strategy of the attacker and defender does not change. For the 
sake of discussion, let us consider an instance in which the strategy of the attacker 
changes, by increasing or decreasing the number of nodes exhibited in the DDoS 
attack. Also, let us consider, the defender is able to change its strategy, as well.  
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In both cases, of the attacker and defender, ADAPT is resilient to the change, as the 
generalized metrics remain mapped within the taxonomy. Paruchuri, et al. [30] pro-
posed an efficient heuristic approach for security against multiple adversaries where 
the attacker is unknown to the defender. This work is in line with our DDoS example, 
due to its unknown nature of the true attacker. 

5.3 ADAPT in the Game Inspired Defense Architecture 

The Game Inspired Defense Architecture (GIDA) is foreseen as a holistic approach 
designed to counter cyber-attacks [26, 30, 34, 35]. GIDA (Figure 2) focuses on the 
concept of offering defense strategies against probable and committed attacks by 
modeling situations as multi-player game scenarios. The attack-defense analysis is 
done by ADAPT. GIDA provides security by operating in the following fashion: 
Identification of attack, Extraction of game models relevant to the identified attack, 
and Assessment of candidate game models and execution of the one which is most 
relevant to present attack. 

GIDA consists of three components, namely, ADAPT (our taxonomy), a Know-
ledge Base (KB), and a Game Decision System (GDS).  The GDS is a preventative 
system, within the GIDA framework, to collect input from various sources for conti-
nuous attack information updates relative to game models.  

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Game Inspired Defense Architecture 
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The knowledge base (KB) consists of game models mapped to the types of attacks 
identified and additional attack related data. The GDS operates in a preventative fa-
shion through the assessment of candidate game models respective to a particular 
attack and executes the game model which is best among them. ADAPT provides the 
metrics to be mapped to the components, and evaluate them in terms of different as-
pects of the player's payoffs, and the game's performance. This gives the GDS the 
specific set of game metrics defining the ongoing attack. The GDS acts as the brain 
with provisions to process input information and take the appropriate action.  

One implementation of our proposed defense architecture is depicted (Figure 2). Our 
network topology consists of a Target Network which our architecture aims to protect. 
This network is connected to the Internet through a series of Sensors and Actuators. 
Currently, GIDA uses an intrusion detection system (IDS) as the sensor and a firewall as 
the actuator. The topology also includes a honeynet, which is a network of honeypots. 
The honeypot is primarily used as a virtual implementation of the target network for 
analyzing traffic and gathering additional information from the attacker. 

Once an attack is identified against a target, the sensors feed information to the 
GDS. The GDS contains an attack identification mechanism, which forwards the sus-
pected attack to the KB. The KB is searched for additional attack related information 
and candidate game models which can defend against the identified attack. In this 
present case (Figure 2), the knowledge base provides two game models: GM 3 and 
GM 4. These suggested game models are then sent to ADAPT to assess the attack, 
defender, and performance metrics for selection of the optimal game model. 

The depiction of ADAPT (Figure 2) highlights how ADAPT uses its knowledge of 
the two game models to classify each component of an attack with the game metrics. 
Due to space constraints, we provide a single example of a component’s selection 
process using the tree structure of ADAPT (Figure 2). ADAPT navigates its tree for 
each component of the attack to capture the metrics from the identified attack for 
analysis. These metrics are used to evaluate the computed cumulative score of the 
selected game models. The GDS uses ADAPT to select the model which possesses 
greater relevance to the present observed attack based on each attack components 
impact to the attacker, defender, and the performance of the system during the game. 
Once a game model is selected, the GDS executes the game model by sending the 
proposed defense actions to the respective sensor or actuator. Updated information is 
obtained via the KB’s ability to access vulnerability databases such as National Vul-
nerability Database (NVD), MITRE Corporation’s Common Vulnerabilities and Ex-
posures (CVE) list, etc.  

We envision this process of attack identification and defense to be iterative in na-
ture where sensors like IDS constantly provide input to GIDA. Based on these inputs, 
the GDS, ADAPT, and the KB reevaluates their findings to further improve the pro-
posed defense measures. This process continues until the attack is subdued. It should 
be noted that GIDA has an option of playing a selected game. Simple games such as 
firewall setting changes may be performed automatically, however defender interac-
tion may be required for complex games. Nagaraja and Anderson [36] provided in-
sight into discovering the effectiveness of iterated attack and defense operations 
through a proposed framework using evolutionary game theory. 
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Moreover, there are various types of plausible attacks on any given target system. 
GIDA uses the GDS to address attacks before they reach fruition to observe and at-
tempt to make a decision on the optimal game model for defense. This gives GDS the 
ability to operate in a reactive manner, as well, considering attacker initiates. We 
anticipate certain attacks to be continuous in nature and the intention is to impede any 
or further damage to its respective target, hence the GIDA framework is proactive to 
prevent damage on a monitored network. 

6 Related Work 

There are several recent efforts which consider security games evaluation, involving 
performance and security metrics. In this section we provide an overview of literature 
relative to game theory defense models and performance metrics. 

He, et al. [6] proposed a novel Game Theoretical Attack-Defense Model 
(GTADM) which quantifies the probability of threats in order to construct a risk as-
sessment framework.  They focus on the computation of the attack probability accord-
ing to the cost-benefit of the attacker and the defender, and defined relevant metrics to 
quantify the payoff matrix. 

Alpcan and Basar [25] proposed a game theoretic analysis of intrusion detection in 
an access control environment. They provided several common metrics that were used 
to help identify the performance of the Intrusion Detection System IDS. Using the 
metrics they provided, simulation was used to determine the costs and actions of the 
attacker and IDS. 

Bloem, et al. [37] proposed an intrusion response as a resource allocation problem, 
where the resources being used were the IDS and network administrator. They pro-
vided insightful metrics regarding the response time of an IDS and its ability to  
respond without the administrator’s involvement. Also, they used an administrator 
response time metric to determine the time of effort used to compute administrator 
involvement after an alert from the IDS. This metric can prove beneficial in determin-
ing how well a system is able to successfully respond against attacks while minimiz-
ing the administrator’s involvement. 

Liu, et al. [38] proposed an incentive based modeling and inference of attacker in-
tent, objectives, and strategies. They provided several examples that compute the 
bandwidth before, during, and after an attack. They specified metrics to compute the 
absolute impact and relative availability to determine the system degradation. These 
metrics are used to distinguish how well the system was able to capitalize on the at-
tack, as well as how well the attacker was able to succeed in reducing the bandwidth. 

You and Shiyoung [22] proposed a network security behavior model based on 
game theory. They provide a framework for assessing security using the Nash equili-
brium. In assessing the security, they also provide metrics used to analyze the payoff 
and cost of an attacker and defender using the exposure factor, average rate of occur-
rence, single loss expectancy, and annual loss expectancy. 

Savola [8] surveyed emerging security metrics approaches in various organizations 
and provided a taxonomy of metrics as applicable to information security. His taxono-
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my provided a high level approach to classifying security metrics for security manage-
ment involving organization, operational, and technical aspects. He also included high 
level classification for metrics involving security, dependability, and trust for products, 
systems, and services. The metrics provided are all high level, with a lack of specific 
metrics used for each category, but he provides a good starting point to organizations 
needing to begin analyzing various security metrics within their organization. 

Fink et al. [39] proposed a metrics-based approach to IDS evaluation for distri-
buted real-time systems. They provided a set of metrics to aid administrators of distri-
buted real-time systems to select the best IDS system for their particular organization. 
They presented valuable information needed to gather the requirements of an organi-
zation in order to capture the importance, and use the requirements to successfully 
measure the performance according to requirements imposed by the organization. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

Game theoretic models continue to present information and analysis to initiate de-
fense solutions against an attack for a network administrator. This paper is an attempt 
to provide an intuitive game theoretic metric taxonomy that a defender can use to 
synthesize how well a particular game model is performing in a network. We assume 
the collected metrics are generic and can be used regardless of the type of game theo-
retic model used for defense.  We believe providing a list of metrics for a game  
inspired defense architecture will provide an administrator with the appropriate in-
formation to make an intelligent decision in game theoretic defense analysis. This 
assumption is not approved through real experiences.  

Creative metrics are necessary to enhance a network administrator’s ability to 
compare various defense schemes. We propose a game theory inspired Attack-
Defense And Performance metric Taxonomy (ADAPT) to help a network administra-
tor view pertinent metrics during a game theoretic model analysis. Although this work 
provides game related model selection, alternative solutions of ADAPT can be used 
without a game theoretic aspect. 

Future work involves demonstrating the usefulness of ADAPT through the imple-
mentation of the game decision system (GDS), which assists a game inspired defense 
architecture with model selection. We are currently in progress towards developing 
the game decision system based on ADAPT using an open source knowledge base to 
store metrics associated to particular attack and game models. The game strategies 
will be assessed using a weighted score ranking between models which will assist 
with selecting the game with the most relevance to the identified attack. The use of 
ADAPT in this system will have knowledge of the attack and its target to assess the 
proposed game decision strategies to defend against the attack. In the event an attack 
is not mapped, we will construct game models to handle such scenarios. We intend to 
implement the model described within He, et al. [6], as well as others, to compare 
results with an ADAPT based system. Furthermore, an enhancement to the taxonomy 
may be considered with an additional game theoretic defense model classification 
distinguishing the various game models. We foresee using an ADAPT based system 
as a comprehensive solution to optimal game selection. 
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